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Shipped Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.6-rev17
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.6-rev13
Open-Xchange mobile-api-facade 1.14.3-rev1
Open-Xchange App Suite documentconverter 7.10.6-rev6
Open-Xchange App Suite imageconverter 7.10.6-rev5
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #6138.

OXUIB-1666 Edit Names dialog button says ”Edit” where customer expects ”Save”
Wrong label was used.
This has been solved by using the right label.
OXUIB-1665 Mobile UI. ”re:” and ”fwd:” removed from Subject in the mail view
Missing parameter to keep ”prefix” on mobile also.
This has been fixed by adding missing parameter to prevent a ”cleanup”.
OXUIB-1659 No avatar pictures in distribution lists displayed after editing
Unnecessary removal of event listener leads to images not being loaded correctly.
This has been solved by not removing the event listener to fix image loading.
OXUIB-1474 Race condition when toggling mail filter rules
It was possible to set the mail filters in the backend to a different status than in the UI with a quick
multiple clicks.
This has been fixed by only evaluating the last click.
OXUIB-1384 Drive Mail: Download Button flashing up while browsing through the folder
tree
User needs at least read permission to download a folder. System folders cannot be downloaded
(even if they have the zippable_folder capability).
Solution: Make sure read permission is properly checked. Prevent download of system folders.
MWB-1636 Characters added to To: when saving draft
Unexpected byte sequence which does not map to standard rfc822 charset.
This has been fixed by applying proper charset when reading line of bytes from message rfc822
source.
MWB-1643 Unwanted behavior (data corruption) on editing distribution lists
Wrong selection when trying to update associated entry in a distribution list.
Now orderly select the distribution list member to update.
MWB-1592 Caldav configuration
Root collection path statically set to ”com.openexchange.dav.prefixPath”.
This has been solved by applying proper internal/external path translation for DAV root collection.
MWB-1605 No detailed information for resources using ”Find free time” while creating an
appointment
Whenever free/busy data for a single attendee was loaded, for some events information was hidden, even though the information is viewable by the user. Main reason for that was, that we loaded
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too less data from the DB and thus the decision-making to obfuscate event data in free/busy responses went wrong.
This has been solved by loading additional data from the DB for correct decision-making.
MWB-1618 Address book picker empty in mail compose due to MW error
Non-distinct values are collected to a map raising a runtime exception (coding error).
This has been solved by ensuring distinct values are collected to a map.
MWB-1611 Specific contact can not be deleted from distribution list
Duplicate entries in distribution list are allowed.
Solution: Deduplicate entries in distribution list: - for independent contacts by email -for internal
contacts by email field.
OXUIB-1638 Address book icons different between desktop and mobile UI
Safari needs a width to render the initials SVG.
This has been fixed by adding CSS for this.
OXUIB-1642 Edit calendar folders not working on mobiles
Mobile selection variable was used to early.
Now properly initialize the mobile selection variable to solve this issue.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration
testing. All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless
explicitly stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

OXUIB-1666, OXUIB-1665, OXUIB-1659, OXUIB-1474, OXUIB-1384, MWB-1636, MWB-1643, MWB1592, MWB-1605, MWB-1618, MWB-1611, OXUIB-1638, OXUIB-1642,
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